The National Health Service is morphing before our very eyes, as change after change is introduced in the name of patient benefit. Will these changes improve the patients' well-being? One of their consequences is a downgrading of the doctor-patient relationship; for example, in primary care we are seeing the end of the 'personal doctor'. The Body in the Library-a collection of writings about doctors from the early nineteenth century to the present day-sheds light on this relationship by broadening 'our conceptual grasp of how medicine and society aid and abet each other'.
The largest share of the older writing comprises 'stories'-some real, others fiction. Whilst we may doubt the specifics of individual accounts, their breadth illustrates the awesome scope of medical services needed. There are contributions, for example, from itinerant Portuguese general practitioners, wartime surgeons conducting posttrauma salvage operations and doctors treating the TBstricken poor of Paris. Medicine is as eclectic as the people it treats. Do doctors need to show empathy? This was a point of discussion as long as 100 years ago, as illustrated by Valéry's angry piece questioning a doctor's right to remain aloof and simply move onto the next patient. Virginia Woolf, however, thinks empathy can be taken too far, arguing that to show full empathy is to share in the passivity of illness, thus rendering the doctor ineffective. Full empathy? The notion that this is even possible is dismissed by the poet Gunn as supreme arrogance. Patients are not all alike, and their reactions are mutable; these conflicting views retain their relevance today.
Other contributors delve into medical morality and politics. Leiris tells the story of a boy who was deceived into thinking he was on a trip to the circus when he was on his way to having an adenoidectomy. Some present-day writers suggest that the dictates of the General Medical Council cause doctors to neglect their personal responsibility to patients. Telling of his father's death, Bert Keizer contributes a tirade against those who investigate nearterminal patients with cutting-edge technology; today's medical practice, he declares, allows neither living well nor dying well. His anecdote certainly illustrates the perils of 'guideline medicine'.
The Body in the Library elegantly portrays the personal nature of good clinical medicine. Changes to the NHS that undermine this characteristic are not likely to increase the sum of happiness. Get Through the MRCP Part 2 contains 360 such best-offive questions. It has six mock papers with 60 questions in each-as in the actual exam. In 'Membership books' the introduction often contains dubious tips about how to answer multiple choice questions; for example, always choose the longest answer. Such tips are about as reliable as ones you hear at Cheltenham races. Aruna Dias steers well clear of them and instead lays out how the exam has changed in recent years; for example, negative marking is now a thing of the past. Thus, blind guessing will earn you 20%, but that is unlikely to be enough to get you a framed certificate on your wall. In fact all parts of the Membership have changed a lot in the past few years. The oral exam is long gone: examiners can no longer grill candidates about emergencies, evidence-based medicine and chronic disease management. Instead these topics must be tested in the written paper and Dr Dias has done a good job of including them.
And what about the questions and answers themselves? They are excellent. The text has been edited by Eric Beck, former chief examiner of the Royal College of Physicians, and this undoubtedly helped a lot. There are only a few clangers. The author occasionally asks trick questions such as 'the drug that would not be used to treat this illness is' and then asking the candidate to choose between five possible options. When you see a patient, you do not start thinking about what treatment you would not give them. So why test juniors' knowledge in this way? But the bottom line is: will it help people pass the exam and should I recommend it to my juniors? The answer to these questions is yes and yes.
In case you are still wondering, the Scottish forces at the Battle of Ancrum Moor were led by Angus. Successfully.
